
Bramble
Text Box
Note: Bob says he intentionally removed some active hyperlinks that he used during the classroom presentation (that would take you into his personal accounts) for FinViz, Seeking Alpha, and Simply Safe Dividends. Please don't be confused when they don't work. 



Today’s class is intended for educational purposes only 
regarding “Tech Tools for Investors,” intended for stock 
screening methods, stock analysis and portfolio management.

Any stocks discussed are for illustrative purpose only, and are 
not recommendations to buy or sell.

No investment advice is given here or at the weekly OLLI 
Investment Forum. 

Always perform your own Due Diligence on anything you hear 
or see.
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Examine three popular tools that enable investors to 
perform due diligence for stocks, REITs or BDCs*.

Set up, customize, and manage a portfolio (or 
watchlist) that offers at-a-glance status of holdings.

Demonstrate stock screening and analysis, available 
tool features, and access to timely data using: 

FinViz

Seeking Alpha

Simply Safe Dividends.

Also discuss some minimal fundamentals and several 
alternatives for selecting screening metrics & criteria. 

* REITs: Real Estate Investment Trusts; BDCs: Business Development Companies

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/reit.asp
https://www.forbes.com/advisor/investing/business-development-company/
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Mutual Funds, Index Funds, Exchange Traded Funds 
(ETFs), Bond Funds.

Morningstar, Value Line, ETF.com, ETFdb.com or 
brokerage websites and their associated tools.
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Three investment tools seen in the Forum each week to 
examine stocks and to create and manage portfolios or 
watchlists.

Takeaway #1: Familiarity to support your DD in screening 
prospective Buys – whether value, dividend or growth 
(also supports decisions to Sell).

Takeaway #2: Familiarity with portfolio management
(and the limitations and strengths of various tools).

Takeaway #3: Seeing, via demo, easy learning curves.

How to develop a toolkit of useful investment resources:
Some are free – with limited data and functionalities.

Some are subscription based – and offer full functionality at 
reasonable annual costs.
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PowerPoint slides with screenshots will introduce 
preliminary or overview information on:

Tools to be covered

Basics for viewing and analyzing stocks

Basics for Screening

Basics for Portfolio Management

The majority of the session will be done online via links 
using the tools for walkthrough demonstrations.

Lots to cover, but let’s make it interactive.
Use Chat for asking questions.

Let’s get started!
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Currently 8,205 listed stocks:
3,851 NYSE

3,804 NASDAQ

550 AMEX

Screening sorts and filters stocks by quickly examining their data 
and metrics against a set of criteria (either predefined or custom).

For dividend focused investors, the goal is to find those stocks 
that pay a regular, safe, sustainable and growing dividend, at good 
value, good earnings history and outlook. 

Growth focused investors often look to five key factors when 
evaluating stocks: historical and future earnings growth; profit 
margins; returns on equity (ROE); and share price performance*.

Screen in stages – from course to fine, to narrow the results.

*Investopedia
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Fundamental Analysis: the method of evaluating stocks by 
examining intrinsic value of a stock.

“Price is what you pay, value is what you get.” ~ Warren Buffett

Many to choose, many opinions, not an exact science.

Recommend screening criteria be kept minimal per your choosing:
Market Capitalization, Sector, Industry

Country

Dividend Yield, Dividend Safety, Dividend Growth History

Payout Ratio (or AFFO for REITs)

Debt-to-Equity Ratio

P/E Ratio (TTM and FWD)

EPS Growth (TTM and FWD)

Beta

Recommend using predefined screening templates – with tweaks.
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Stock Designation Market Capitalization Range

Mega Cap More than $200 billion

Large Cap $10 billion to $200 billion

Mid Cap $2 billion to $10 billion

Small Cap $300 million to $2 billion

Micro Cap $50 million to $300 million
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FinViz*

Seeking Alpha*

Simply Safe Dividends**

*Free and Subscription

** Subscription only
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FinViz*

Seeking Alpha*

Simply Safe Dividends** 

*Free and Subscription

** Subscription only
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Free tools offer limited data/metrics for analysis and screening. 

Check out subscriptions: take advantage of free 14-day trials (often no cc is required).

Managing your investments is comparable to running a business.

You are the President and CEO of your own investment company.

Consider having one or two paid annual subscriptions that give you access to full, reliable and 
timely data to make informed decisions – a relatively small cost for running your business 
(not much different than subscribing to Barron’s or the WSJ).
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Website: https://finviz.com/ Basic access free (registration required)

Consider it an essential tool for your “toolkit”

Access many features for analysis, fundamentals & screening, 
latest news, analyst upgrades & downgrades, insider buying & 
selling, income statement, balance sheet, cash flow, etc.

Supports very basic Portfolio Management

Recommend watching: “Guided Tour” video (3:27) 
https://finviz.com/help/guided-tour.ashx 

https://finviz.com/
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Website: https://finviz.com/

https://finviz.com/
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(Hovering tells a story)
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(Hovering tells a story)
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(Hovering tells a story, as does zooming, scrolling and double clicking)
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(Hovering tells a story, as does zooming, scrolling and double clicking)
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(Hovering tells a story, as does zooming, scrolling and double clicking)
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(Hovering tells a story, as does zooming, scrolling and double clicking)

Screen Criteria Categories

Screen Result Views

Qualitative Screen
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(Screening Metrics explained on “Help” tab)
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(Screening Metrics explained on “Help” tab)
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Website: https://www.simplysafedividends.com/ Subscription

https://www.simplysafedividends.com/
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Basic FinViz offers limited Portfolio Management and viewing features. 
Compare against Seeking Alpha and Simply Safe Dividends Portfolio Management.

Useful but incomplete. Lacks Total Cost, Yield, 
Yield-on-Cost, and Annual Dividend Income.



FinViz*

Seeking Alpha*

Simply Safe Dividends**

*Free and Subscription

** Subscription only
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Website: https://seekingalpha.com/ Free & Subscription

Another staple for your “toolkit.”

Valuable data and metrics, news, alerts, full market updates, 
earnings, dividends, podcasts, videos, etc.

Basic limited features under free access.

Will show key features available under subscription access. 

SA supports Screening, Portfolio Management, news alerts.

Excellent mobile app that fully syncs across all platforms.

https://seekingalpha.com/
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Website: https://www.simplysafedividends.com/ Subscription

https://www.simplysafedividends.com/
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Choice of “canned” 
screens (configurable), or

Creating and saving your 
own screens.
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FinViz*

Seeking Alpha*

Simply Safe Dividends**

*Free and Subscription

** Subscription only
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Source #1: S&P 500
Dividend Kings*: Increased dividends for 50+ years

Dividend Aristocrats: Increased dividends for 25+ years

Dividend Champions*: Increased for 25+ years 

Dividend Contenders: Increased dividends for 10+ years

Dividend Challengers: Increased dividends for 5+ years

Source #2: Nasdaq US Broad Dividend Achievers
Dividend Achievers: Increased dividends for 10+ years

Source #3: Warren Buffett’s Dividend Portfolio

Source #4: Bill Gates’ Dividend Portfolio

Source #5: Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)

Source #6: Become familiar with Dividend ETF top holdings

Source #7: Your personal customized Dividend Screeners

#1 - #6 are all Google-able and potential starting points for #7.
* May include non S&P 500 companies
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Start with four very basic metrics as screening criteria: 
Metric #1: P/E Ratio less than the S&P 500.

Current & historical S&P 500 P/E Ratios

Tighter metric: P/E Ratio less than industry peers

Metric #2: Payout Ratio less than 60%.
Ideally, a low payout ratio with a large Cash/Share total

Tighter metric: the lower the better for sustaining and increasing dividends.

Metric #3: Dividend yield at least 2X the current S&P 500 Dividend Yield
Current & historical S&P 500 Dividend Yield

Metric #4: History of increasing dividends (5, 10, 15, 20+ years)
Ideally, a company that grows annual dividends at a rate greater than inflation.

Dividend Kings, Aristocrats, Champions, Contenders, Challengers, Achievers – are a good 
starting point for examining holdings.

Additional Screens – build and refine from above, with your own 
customized criteria and filters.

https://www.multpl.com/s-p-500-pe-ratio
https://www.multpl.com/s-p-500-dividend-yield
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Website: https://www.simplysafedividends.com/ Subscription

Platform for managing and reporting of Dividend portfolios.

Provides stock analysis, history and research tailored specifically to 
Dividend Growth Income (DGI) investors.

Real-time database updates for portfolios.

Mobile app (e.g. Iphone) fully syncs across all platforms.

“Safety” rating for stocks is key metric for Dividend growth and 
sustainability – to weigh potential risks.

Portfolio provides projected income, income/payment calendars, 
outyear growth projections, auto-adjusts for dividend increases.

Allows connecting brokerage accounts to import and automatically 
sync holdings each night so they're kept up-to-date (optional).

Simple use interface. 

https://www.simplysafedividends.com/
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Website: https://www.simplysafedividends.com/ Subscription

https://www.simplysafedividends.com/
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Three flexible tools to screen for stocks, REITs, and 
BDCs, as well as create and manage portfolios.

Easy, straighforward learning curves. 

Basic capability tools are free, although they have 
limited  functionalities, data and metrics.

Consider an annual subscription for access to more 
complete data, tools, Quants/ratings, portfolio 
management, automated email/text alerts and 
portfolio reporting services.

Good luck to all in your investments!
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Three Investment Tools

What else would you like to see?

Further questions?



Build a Safe & Sustainable DGI portfolio.

Eliminate market volatility stress.

Focus on value and shopping for “sales.”

Focus on income and cash flow.

Focus on dividend history.

Focus on dividend increases.

Focus on reinvesting and compounding for 
organic growth.
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Buy above average companies . . . 
At below average valuations, that
That have a record of annual dividend growth, and
Pay shareholders above average dividend yields.

Reinvest your dividends . . . 
But not necessarily in stocks that paid them, since
You’re always on the lookout for . . . (see above).

OK to dollar cost average to lower cost basis.

Keep some dry powder into earnings season: 
Some great companies go on sale with 
disappointing quarterly earnings reports.
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For establishing screening criteria and filters:

The difference between Data and Metrics is . . . 
You can’t pick your data, but you must pick your metrics.
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